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l. Introduction. Following OsTROWSKI [4], [5], a square real 
matrix A is called an M-matrix, if it is of the form A=ci-B, where B 
is a matrix with non-negative elements, I denotes the identity matrix, 
and c is a positive number greater than the absolute value of every eigen-
value of B. For a real matrix A= (aiJ) of order n such that aw~;; 0 for 
all i # j, each of the following equivalent conditions is necessary and 
sufficient in order that A be an M -matrix (see e.g. [l ]) : 
(i) there exist n positive numbers x1> 0 (l .;;;j .;;;n) such that 
n 
,L atJXJ> 0 (l .;;;i .;;;n); 
1~1 
(ii) A is non-singular and all elements of A -1 are non-negative; 
(iii) all principal minors of A are positive. 
From criterion (iii) it is clear that all principal submatrices of an M-matrix 
are M-matrices. Also, a simultaneous permutation of the rows and 
columns preserves the M-property. 
M-matrices arise in the study of convergence of certain iterative 
methods for solving systems of linear equations [5], [6], [7, Chap. 3]. 
They also occur naturally in the numerical solution of elliptic partial 
differential equations [7, Chap. 6]. 
For a square matrix A of order n, and for distinct integers i1, i2, ... , ip 
between l and n, we denote by A(ir, i2, ... , iv) the principal minor of 
A formed by the rows and columns with indices ir, i2 , •.• , ip. If a is a 
subset of the set {I, 2, ... , n}, A(a) will denote the principal minor of 
A formed by the rows and columns with indices contained in a. For the 
empty setrf> we define A(rf>)=l. We shall denote by @(A;a,f3,y) the 
expression 
(I) @(A. f3 ) = A(a n {3) A(a n y) A(f3 n y) A(a u f3 u y) 
'a, 'Y A(a) A(f3) A(y) A(a n f3 n y) ' 
where a, {3, y are subsets of {I, 2, ... , n}. In particular, 
(2) @(A. f3 A.) = A(a n {3) A(a u {3) 
' a, ' '~-' A(a) A(/3) 
*) This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation, Grant 
G-24865. 
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Since the usual product of two M-matrices A= (a~J), B= (b~i) of same 
order generally fails to be an M-matrix, we shall denote by A o B the 
matrix 0 = (c~1) defined by 
(3) 
It turns out that A o B is again an M-matrix (Lemma 1). 
In [ 4 ], Ostrowski proved the theorem: Let A = ( a~i) be an M -matrix 
of order n, and let B= (b~1) be a matrix of order n with real or complex elements. 
If au< lbul for every i and ibtJI < laul for i ¥= j, then det A< ldet Bl, and 
every element of A-1 is at least equal to the absolute value of the corresponding 
element of B-1. 
The following monotonicity property forM-matrices was proved in [2]: 
If A=(a11), B=(bi1) are M-matrices of order n such that ati<bti for all i, j, 
then for any three subsets £X, {3, y of {1, 2, ... , n}, we have 
(4) l/}(A; £X, {3, y) < l/}(B; £X, {3, y). 
In particular, if we take bu=au (1 .;;;;i.;;;;n) and btJ=O (i ¥= j), we see that 
(5) l/}(A; £X, {3, y).;;;; 1 
for all M-matrices A of order n and for arbitrary subsets £X, {3, y of 
{1, 2, ... , n}. 
The purpose of the present paper is to prove the following results. 
Theorem 1. If A, Bare M-matrices of order nand O=A o B, then 
(6) 1- l/}(0; £X, {3, y).;;;; [1- l/}(A; £X, {3, y)] · [1- l/}(B; £X, {3, y)] 
for arbitrary subsets £X, {3, y of {1, 2, ... , n}. 
Theorem 2. If A=(a1J) is an M-matrix of order n, and if B=(bti) 
is a matrix of same order with real or complex elements such that 
(7) act< lbul for all i, ibtil < latil for i ¥= j, 
then 
(8) l/}(A; £X, {3, y) < 1(/)(B; £X, {3, y)l 
for arbitrary subsets £X, {3, y of {1, 2, ... , n}. 
Theorem 1 was inspired by a result of Schur [3, p. 14], according to 
which inequality {18) holds for any two positive definite Hermitian 
matrices A= (au), B= (btJ) of order n and for the positive definite 
Hermitian matrix 0= (ct1) defined by CtJ=a~,b~i for all i, j. For M-matrices 
A, B and for O=A o B defined by (3), (18) is a direct consequence of 
Lemma 6, i.e. the case y = cf> of Theorem 1. It is interesting to observe 
that Lemma 6 is false for positive definite Hermitian matrices A= (a~J), 
B=(b~1) and for O=(cu) defined by Ct1 =a~;bu (for all i, j). 
Theorem 2 clearly generalizes the monotonicity property (4) for two 
M-matrices. Since the hypothesis of Theorem 2 remains fulfilled by any 
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two corresponding principal submatrices of A, B, Ostrowski's theorem 
cited above ensures that, under the hypothesis of Theorem 2, we have 
A(.x) < !B(.x)l for all <XC {1, 2, ... , n}, and therefore the denominator in 
the quotient tl>(B; .x, {J, y) is not zero. 
Theorem 1 will be proved in three steps: first for the case y = cp, next 
for the case where .x, {J, y satisfy a special condition (24), and then for 
the general case. The proof of Theorem 2. will involve exactly the same 
combinatorial arguments as those in the proof of Theorem 1. 
2. Some lemmas. We first give some simple lemmas. 
Lemma 1. If A=(atJ) and B=(bu) are M-matrices of order n, then 
A o B"=(CiJ) defined by (3) is an M-matrix. 
Proof. We use criterion (i) for M-matrices. It suffices to observe 
that if XJ> 0, Yi> 0 (1 <;j <;n) are such that .2i~ 1 atJXJ> 0 and .21~ 1 btJYi> 0 
(1<;i<;n), then .2i~ 1 CtJXJYi>0 (1<;i<;n). 
For a matrix A= (atJ) of order n with ann =I= 0, we shall denote by 
A= ( a,1) the matrix of order n- 1 defined by 
(9) atJ=(aiiann-ainanJ)fann (i, j=1, 2, ... , n-1). 
The construction of A from A will be used several times in our inductive 
arguments. The principal minors of A and A are related by Sylvester's 
identity 
(10) 7 ( ) = A(.x u {n}) Li <X A(n) for .x C {1, 2, ... , n-1}. 
Lemm.a 2. If A is an M-matrix, then A is also an M-matrix. 
Proof. See [2]. 
Lemma 3. If A, B are M-matrices of order n and 
.xu fJ u y C {1, 2, ... , n-1 }, 
then 
(11) 
~ ,.---
tl>(A o B; .x, (J, y)<:tl>(AoB; .x, (J, y). 
,.--- ~ 
Proof. Let A=(atJ), B=(btJ), AoB=(CtJ) and A o B=(dt1). By 
~ ,.---
Lemmas 1 and 2, both A o Band AoB are M-matrices. By the mono-
tonicity property (4) of M-matrices, (11) will be proved if we verify that 
dti <; CtJ for all i, j = 1, 2, ... , n- 1. Since all principal minors of A, B are 
positive, and all the off-diagonal elements of A, B are non-positive, it 
suffices to verify 
(cu-du)annbnn=atnani B(i, n) +btnbnt A(i, n) > 0 
for i= 1, 2, ... , n-1 and 
. (cti - dti )ann bnn = -. ati ann btn bni - bti bnn ain ani > 0 
for any two distinct indices i, j between 1 and n- 1. 
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Lemma 4. If A, B are matrices of order n satisfying the hypothesis 
of Theorem 2, then the matrices A, B of order n -1 satisfy the same hypothesis. 
Proof. Let A=(atJ), B=(btJ), A=(ai1) and B=(bi1). By Lemma 2, 
A is an M-matrix. For i== 1, 2, ... , n-1, we have 
For any two distinct indices i, j between 1 and n-1, we have 
1- I _ atnanJ _ . lbinbnil -atJ - aiJ > lb I + lbtil > lbtJI· 
ann nn 
Lemma 5. If O.;;;xk.;;;1, O<;y~c<1 and 1-z~c<(l-x~c)(1-y~c) for 
k= 1, 2, ... , n, then 
.. " " (12) 1- n Zk < (1- n x~c)(1- n y~c). 
k-l k-l k-1 
Proof. 
fl Zk-n Xk ::> n [xk+ (y~c-XkYk)]-n Xk 
> n [xkyk + (Yk- XkYk) J-n XJcYk = n Yk-n XkYk· 
3. The case y = cf> of Theorem 1. We first deal with the case y = cp of 
Theorem 1, so we restate this case of Theorem 1 as a lemma. 
Lemma 6. If A, B are M-matrices of order n and O=A o B, then 
1 _ O(IX n {3) O(IX u {3) 
0(1X) 0({3) (13) 
[ 1 _ A(IX n {3) A(IX u {3)] . [1 _ B(1X n {3) B(IX u {3)] 
< A(1X) A({J) B(1X) B({J) 
for any two sUbsets IX, {3 of {1, 2, ... , n}. 
Proof. To prove (13), we may assume that none of the sets IX, {3 
contains the other, for otherwise both sides of (13) vanish. We may 
also assume that IX u {3 = {1, 2, ... , n }. The case n = 2 is easily verified. 
The general case n > 2 will be proved by induction on n. 
Case l. IX n {3 #- cp. 
We may assume that nEIXrl{3. Let IX 1 =1X-{n}, {3'={3-{n} and 
D =A o B. By the inductive assumption, we have 
1 _ D(1X' n {3') D(IX' U {3') 
D(1X') D({J') 
< ( 1 - A(IX' n {3') A(IX' u {3')) ( 1 _ B(IX' ~ {3') ~(IX' u {3')). 
A(1X') A({J') B(1X') B({J') 
40 Series A 
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Lemma 3 gives us 
D(a' 11 {3') D(a' U {3') O(a' 11 {3') O(a' U {3') 
---'--~--'------'------'---'- <' ____;__.,..:-~~--"---'-
D(a') D({J') - O(a') 0({3') . 
Thus 
O(a' 11 {3') O(a' U {3') 
1- - -O(a') 0({3') 
(14) 
< ( 1 _ A(a' ~ {3') ~(a' U {3')) ( 1 _ B(a' ~ {3') ~(a' U {3')), 
A(a') A({J') B(a') B({J') 
which is precisely (13), since we have by Sylvester's identity 
A(a' 11 {3') A(a' U {3') 
A(a') A(f3') 
A(a 11 {3) A(a U {3) 
A(a) A({J) 
and similar relations for B, 0. 
Case 2. a 11 f3 = ~-
We may assume that a={1,2, ... ,p}, f3={p+I,p+2, ... ,n}, where 
1 <;p<n. Since n> 2, at least one of p and n-p is > 1; so we may 
assume that n-p > I. Then by the induction hypothesis, we have 
(15) 1 _ 0(1, ... ,p,n) < ( 1 - A(I, ... ,p,n) ) ( 1 - B(1, ... ,p,n) ) . 
O(I, ... ,p) O(n) A(1, ... ,p) A(n) B(1, ... ,p)B(n) 
On the other hand, the result of Case 1 gives us 
(16) 
1 _ O(n) 0(1, ... , n) 
O(I, ... , p, n) O(p+ 1, ... , n) 
<(I_ A(n) A(1, ... , n) ) ( 1 _ B(n) B(1, ... , n) ) 
- A( I, ... ,p, n) A(p+ 1, ... , n) B(1, ... ,p, n) B(p+ 1, ... , n) · 
Using Lemma 5, (15) and (I6) together imply the desired inequality 
(17) 
I- O(I, ... ,n) 
O(I, ... ,p)O(p+ 1, ... , n) 
,;;:: ( 1 - A(I, ... ,n) ) (I- B(I, ... ,n) ) 
- A(I, ... ,p)A(p+I, ... ,n) B(I, ... ,p)B(p+1, ... ,n) . 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6. 
Corollary. If A, B are M-matrices of order n and O=A o B, then 
I_ det 0 
O(I)0(2) ... 0(n) 
(IS) 
,;;:: [I _ det A J . [I _ det B J 
- A(I)A(2) ... A(n) B(I) B(2) ... B(n) ' 
(I9) (det A) (det B)< (det A)· B(I)B(2) ... B(n) < det 0. 
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Proof. By Lemma 6, we have for k=2, 3, ... , n: 
0(1, 2, ... , k) 1 - -=-:--::-'----;;----=-:-'--:::;-;-;;-:" 0(1, 2, ... , k-1} O(k) 
[ A(1, 2, ... , lc) J [1 B(1, 2, ... , lc) J < 1- . - ' A(1, 2, ... , k-1) A(k) B(1, 2, ... , k-1} B(k) 
from which (18) is derived by Lemma 5. (19} follows directly from (18) and 
0 det B _ Tin B(1, 2, ... , k) 1 < - < . B(1) B(2) ... B(n) k~2 B(1, 2, ... , k-1) B(k) 
Having proved Lemma 6, we have at the same time proved Theorem 1 
in the case when one of IX, {3, y is contained in another one of them. Indeed, 
if y C {3, then 
A(IX n {3) A(IX u {3) 
4>(A; IX, {3, y) = A(1X) A({3) . 
4. Another special, case of Theorem 1. In this section we shall prove 
Theorem 1 in the case when IX, {3, y satisfy condition (24}. But we have 
to begin with a very special case of this case. 
Lemma 7. If A, B are M-matrices of order 3 and O=A o B, then 
1
1- 0(1)0(2)0(3)0(1,2, 3) 
0(1, 2)0(1, 3)0(2, 3) 
(20) [ 1 - A(1)A(2)A(3)A(1,2,3)]. [ 1 - B(1)B(2)B(3)B(l,2,3)] 
< A(1, 2} A(l, 3) A(2, 3) B(l, 2) B(l, 3} B(2, 3) . 
Proof. When one row of A is multiplied by a positive number, A 
remains to be an M-matrix and the corresponding row in A o B is 
multiplied by the same positive number, but the three quotients in (20) 
remain unchanged. Hence we may assume without loss of generality 
that A(i) = B(i) = 1 (i = 1, 2, 3}. Let 
-a -b) 
1 -d ' 
-f l 
(21} A=(-~ 
-e 
( 
1 -X -y) 
B = -z l -u . 
-v -w l 
Here a, b, c, ... , u, v, w are of course all non-negative. The identity 
(22) 1 A(1)A(2}A(3}A(l,2,3) _ acdf bc(f+ae)+de(a+bf) 
- A(l,2)A(l,3}A(2,3} - A(l,2)A(2,3) + A(l,2}A(1,3)A(2,3) 
is easily verified. From this and the similar formula for B, we see that 
the right side of (20) is not less than the expression 
axczdufw 
(23} 
+ A(l, 2) B(l, 2} A(l, 3) B(l, 3) A(2, 3) B(2, 3)' 
bycz(fw + axev) + duev( ax+ byfw) 
A(l, 2) B(l, 2) A(2, 3) B(2, 3) 
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Applying (19) to the principal submatrices, we have A(i, j)B(i, j)<.O(i, j). 
Therefore expression (23) will not be increased if we replace eaoh produot 
A(i, j)B(i, j) by O(i, j). But after this change, (23) becomes the left side 
of (20). 
Lemma 8. Let A, B be M-matrices of order n and O=A o B. If 
ex, {J, y are subsets of {1, 2, ... , n} such that 
(24) ex n fJ n y = 4>, ex C fJ U y, {J C y U ex, y C ex U {J, 
then (6) holds. 
Proof. By the remark made at the end of section 3, we may assume 
that none of ex, {J, y is oontained in another one of them. We oan also 
assume that ex u fJ u y = {1, 2, ... , n }. These assumptions imply n > 3, 
and the case n = 3 is reduced to Lemma 7. We shall use induction on n 
for the general case n > 4. 
By (24), the union of the sets ex n{J, ex n y, fJ n y is ex u {JU y = {1, 2, ... , n }. 
Since n > 4, one of ex n {J, ex n y, fJ n y must oontain at least two indices. We 
can assume that {n-1, n} C fJ n y. Then n-1 ¢:.ex, n ¢:.ex. Let (J' =fJ- {n}, 
y' = y- { n} and D =A o B. Then condition ( 24) is satisfied by ex, (J', y'. 
Since ex u (J' u y'={1, 2, ... , n-1}, the inductive assumption gives us 
1-w(D; ex, (J', y') <. [1- w(A; ex, (J', y')]. [1- w(B; ex, {J', y')]. 
By Lemma 3 we have W(D; ex, {J', y')<.W(O; ex, (J', y'). Hence 
(25) 1-w(O; ex, {J', y') <. [1- W(A; ex, (J'' y')]. [1- W(B; ex, (J'' y')]. 
Since ex n (J' =ex n {J, ex n y' =ex n y and ex n {J' n y' =4>, we have by 
Sylvester's identity l @(A; ex, {J', y') = (26) A((cx n {J) U {n}) A(\cx n y) U {n}) A({J n y) A(cx U fJ U y) 
A(n) A(cx u {n}) A({J) A(y) . 
Now, let (J" =(ex n {J) u {n} and y" =(ex n y) u {n}. Then, ex, (J", y" also 
satisfy condition (24) and n-1 ¢:.ex u {J" u y". Again by our inductive 
assumption, 
(27) 1-@(0; ex, (J", y") <. [1- W(A; ex, {J", y") l [1- @(B; ex, {J", y"]. 
Observing that ex n (J" =ex n {J, ex n y" =ex n y, (J" n y" = {n} and 
ex U (J" U y" =ex u {n}, we find 
(28) @(A. (J" ") = A(cx n (J) A(cx n y) A(n) A(cx U {n}) 
'ex, 'Y A(cx) A((cx n {J) U {n}) A((cx n y) U {n}) · 
From (26) and (28), we have 
(29) w(A; ex, {J, y) = W(A; ex, {J', y') . w(A; ex, (J", y") 
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and similar relations forB and C. Therefore (6) is obtained by combining 
inequalities (25) and (27) according to Lemma 5. This completes the 
proof of Lemma 8. 
5. Proof of Theorem 1 in the general case. We proceed now to complete 
the proof of Theorem 1. WhEm n= 2, one of IX, {J, y must contain another 
one of them, so the theorem is reduced to Lemma 6. We use induction_ 
on n and have to distinguish two • cases. 
Case 1. · IX n {J n y =1= q,. 
Assume nEIXn{Jny. Let IX'=IX-{n}, {J'={J-{n}, y'=y-{n}, and 
D=A o B. By induction hypothesis, 
1-@(D; IX1 ' {J', y') < [1- @(A; IX 1, {J', y')]- [1- @(B; IX 1 , {J', y')]. 
By Lemma 3, @(D; IX', {J', y')<@(O; IX', {J', y'). Thus 
(30) 1-@({J; IX 1, {J', y') < [1- @(A; IX 1, {J', y')]. [1- @(B; IX1' {J', y')], 
which is precisely (6), as we have @(A;IX',{J',y')=@(A;IX,{J,y) and 
similar relations for B, C. 
CaBe 2. oc n {J n y=rfo. 
Lemma 8 allows us to assume that at least one of oc, {J, y is not con-
tained in the union of the other .two. Assume y ¢IX u {J and n E y, n f{:.tx u {J. 
Let y' =y- {n}. Then oc u {J u y' C {1, 2, ... , n-1 }, and the induction 
hypothesis gives us 
(31) 1-@(C; IX, {J, y') < [1- @(A; IX, {J, y')]. [1- @(B; IX, {J, y')]. 
Since (X n y' =IX n y, {J n y' ={J n y, we have 
(32) I A(y') A(IX u {J u y) @(A; tx, {J, y) = @(A; IX, {J, y ) . A(y) A(IX u {J u y') . 
But according to Lemma 6, 
) 
1 _ C(y') C(tx u {J u y) 
C(y) C(IX u {J u y') (33) . 
[ 1 _ A(y') A(1X U {J U y)J . [ 1 _ B(y') B(1X U {J U y)J 
< A(y) A(1X U {J U y') B(y) B(tx U {J U y') . 
In view of (32) and similar relations for B, C, if we combine inequalities 
(31) and (33) according to Lemma 5, we obtain the desired inequality (6). 
This finishes the proof· of Theorem 1. 
6. Proof of Theorem 2. The proof for Theorem 2 follows exactly 
the same chain of arguments given in sections 3 to 5. Of course every 
inequality of type ( 6) is now replaced by a corresponding inequality. of 
type (8). The role played by Lemma 3 in the inductive steps is now played 
6IO 
by Lemma 4. Instead of using Lemma 5 to combine inequalities, we simply 
multiply them together. The computation in the proof of Lemma 7 can 
also be easily modified. In the place of Lemma 7, we have to verify 
(34) A(I) A(2) A(3) A(I, 2, 3) I B(I) B(2) B(3) B(I, 2, 3) I 
A( I, 2) A( I, 3) A(2, 3) < B(I, 2) B(I, 3) B(2, 3) 
for any two matrices A, B of order 3 satisfying the hypothesis of 
Theorem 2. Again it suffices to consider the case where A, B are of the 
form (2I) (but x, y, z, ... , w are now real or complex numbers). Since A 
is an M-matrix and 
(35) lxl.;;;a, IYI<b, ... , lwl<f, 
we have 
(36) A(i, j) < IB(i, j)l (i,j=I,2,3) 
by Ostrowski's theorem (see section I). In view of (35) and (36), if we 
compare the right side of (22) with a similar expression for B, we obtain 
I- A(I)A(2)A(3)A(I,2,3) II- B(I)B(2)B(3)B(I,2,3) I 
A( I, 2) A( I, 3) A(2, 3) > B(I, 2) B(I, 3) B(2, 3) 
and therefore (34). This describes a proof for Theorem 2. 
Since Lemma 3 is based on the monotonicity property (4) of M-matrices 
(which was proved in [2]), our proof of Theorem I makes use of a special 
case of Theorem 2 (namely the case when B is an M-matrix). But in 
the foregoing proof of Theorem 2, which uses Lemma 4 instead of Lemma 3, 
we make no use of the result ( 4). 
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